
1.

ACT I

Scene 3

The stage is dark. The only lighting, a spotlight reveals a

wedding cake stage left.

Entering downstage left, the Narrator, dressed in

a suit with cumberband, no tie; stands in front of

the cake.

NARRATOR

It’s early afternoon here in this south jersey hotel.

I’m getting ready for the wedding being held here

today. Quite soon actually. The bride herself is with

her mates in a suite now getting prepared. Weddings,

stressful celebrations; filled with so much excitement

and anticipation. And getting ready for that roller

coaster, well that’s the easy part. Piece of cake.

The narrator exits stage left. The stage goes dark again.

When the lights return, the stage is dressed as a large

hotel suite;

The bride’s side of the wedding party, and a

couple extra hands get themselves and the bride

wedding ready. Half dressed applying makeup and

doing hair.

KELLY

Last night was ridiculous.

JUSTIN

Who you telling?

BRIANNE

We’re gonna need redbulls.

Claire, the bride studies her face in the mirror.

Shades on, shades off. Shades on, shades off. A

Pause. Shades on.

CLAIRE

You think I can get away with these shades throughout

the ceremony?

JUSTIN

Highly doubt it.

BRIANNE

It’s your wedding.
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JUSTIN

I don’t think George would appreciate it, unless he’s

in the same position. But really your mother would flip

a shit.

CLAIRE

Oh she’s always flipping shits. It’s her style.

KELLY

Well she’s not even here.

LINDA

Don’t worry, she’ll be here soon enough; Dressed and

ready to criticize. My sister needs an audience for her

entrance.

There are three knocks.

A bell hop enters the stage left.

BELLHOP

I present to you, Gloria Lester.

The bell hop exits, holding the door for Gloria as

she enters.

CLAIRE

(whispering)

Speak of the devil and she will appear.

LINDA

Oh I hear that.

GLORIA

Good day ladies! Are we all ready for the young Miss

Claire Lester to become Mrs. George Phoenix.

Some of the girls giggle slightly off to the side.

LINDA

Nice entrance.

GLORIA

Excuse me?

LINDA

You can’t just have a bellh-

GLORIA

Stop your jealous negativity right now. It is my

daughters wedding day. So I can do what I want.
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JUSTIN

I don’t think that’s how it works.

Gloria walks away from the group and to her

daughter. Brianne makes a twirl with her finger on

the side of her head. They all silently agree.

GLORIA

Claire, your hair looks amazing. Lets get these shades

off you. Get that dress on you. And do something about

this makeup.

Off to the side a few of the girls sigh.

CLAIRE

Whatever you say, mother.

GLORIA

Oh come now. Girls prepare the dress... Please... I’m

so proud of you. This is your big day. Are you ready? I

have something special for you.

The girls hold up the dress for everyone to

admire, as Claire prepares to be dressed.

The stage goes black.

Everyone dressed stand in a circle around Claire,

now in her wedding gown. They ooh and ahh giving

their appraisal.

GLORIA

You almost look like perfection, my dear.

CLAIRE

Thanks mom. Anymore redbulls, or valium?

BRIANNE

Redbulls no. Valium yes.

GLORIA

Claire.

CLAIRE

I’m kidding mom.

There’s a knock at the door. Jane, the wedding

planner enters. Kelly slips Claire the valium.

JANE

Are we almost ready?
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JUSTIN

Right on time.

They all get ready to head out the door, gathering

themselves and their things. Gloria pulls Claire

back.

GLORIA

Hold on, Claire.

CLAIRE

Hmm.

GLORIA

Remember, I told you I had something for you. Something

borrowed. But truly tradition for the women in our

families.

Gloria pulls out a beautiful old necklace, two

hearts pretzled together.

GLORIA

Turn around.

Claire turns, and Gloria puts the jewelry on her.

CLAIRE

It’s marvelous.

GLORIA

It’s perfect sweetheart. And so are you.

CLAIRE

Thanks mom.

GLORIA

I’m going to want that back, before you go off for your

honeymoon tonight.


